
Other Design Options
At Eco Essence Homes we understand that
you may want to tailor your home to suit your
needs with optional Eco Essence Homes
extras or custom design requirements.

Discover how enjoyable your design and
building experience can bewith Eco Essence
Homes. Contact us today to book in for your
free design and build consultation.

Build with Comfort

The Summit has been designed with relaxation in mind. Open Plan Living and optimised architectural flow gives
occupants the ability to move freely and fluidly between spaces. Generous Glazing surrounds the home on the
ground level enabling an abundance of natural light and fresh air to infiltrate the home and frames the manicured
gardens from every angle. Multiple and various functional windows and doors are prominent design features
throughout the home from louvres in the stair void to the bi-fold windows above the day bed or the large corner
stacked sliding doors in the living area. The home is anchored around multiple living spaces and the layout is
deliberately designed to facilitate a harmonious transition and strong connection to the outdoors offering family
members a range of desirable outdoor living options. External timber decks wrap the living areas creating a terrace
that spans to the swimming pool and yard. The facade consists of unique blend of materials and finishes that is
unique in appearance. A Custom rendered column and ornamental powder coated aluminium screens at the
entrance softens the appearance of the two-story home where you are welcomed in via the unusual and oversized
pivot door that opens to a grand entrance void with clear visibility down the corridor through to the back yard. The
Summint is a Correlation between progressive sustainable design and comfort where you can recline on the daybed
backed by tropical greenery, socialise in the well-designed outdoor living space or seek refuge by the pool.
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